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This is a tutorial for regatta/training organizations that offer I-Sail GPS tracking to their 
participants. It will provide a step by step guide from creating an I-Sail event and inviting all 
participants, all the way to defining races, placing marks, start lines and wind direction for 
analysing purposes.

1. Create an I-Sail event

As soon as you have an I-Sail account with organization rights, you can start creating your I-
Sail event. This can be done by filling in the create event form in the Event Panel, accessible 
at the top left of your screen. 

After 'create' was clicked, the event will show in the event panel, in the list with your events. 
As soon as you activate your event in this list, it will be visible in the 'events' tab of I-Sail app, 
and users are able toe subscribe to your event.

Create event form



2. Add and invite participants

After creating your event, the next step is to have a look at it in the event editor. To get there, 
click on the details to the right side of the list of your events. For now, in the event editor, you 
can edit the event information (for example in case another class participates unexpectedly, 
or the date changed) and, more importantly, you can add participants to your event. This can 
be done either one by one by hand, or by importing a .csv file with the information of all 
participants. 

Users will see this list of participants in the 'events' tab of their apps and will be able to select 
themselves from the list. This step is necessary for I-Sail to be able to couple each participant 
to a user account and know which tracks to add to your event.

After participants have been imported, they will be displayed in the participants list. This list 
also includes an invite button to easily send an email to inform all participants about I-Sail 
tracking at your regatta. For this email we provide a draft text, containing all the important 
information: event password and links to the apps in the app/play stores to download the 
apps. Of course you are free to change this text to your liking.

The event editor, right after the event has been created

Don't forget to activate your event!



3. After racing

As soon some tracks have been uploaded to your event, they will be visible on a map on the 
right side of your event editor. You can now start preparing the event for viewing and analysis 
by the participants. Note that, to reduce loading times, a limited number of tracks will be 
displayed initially. Should it be necessary to view all tracks simultaneously, you can load the 
remaining tracks by clicking on 'load all tracks'. Tracks that are not uploaded yet, will 
automatically be added to the event and it's races the moment they are uploaded.

The first thing to do to make an event easily viewable is to create races. Within I-Sail, races 
are defined by a name (default is simply the race number), a start time and an end time. All 
(parts of) tracks that fall between those times will be added to the race. You can define races 
by clicking on the 'edit races' button. In the resulting popup window, use the horizontal slider 
to define start and end time, then click 'add race. For fine tuning of the start and end times, 
they can be manually typed in afterwards. End by clicking on 'save'.

Event editor: Participants list and 
invite button

Event editor, with a fiew uploaded tracks

Invite participants popup



Note: The same menu that you use to create races can also be used to edit existing races. 
When the popup shows an editable list of all existing races shows below the map.

After races have been defined they are visible in the races list in the left part of the events 
editor. Clicking on each race will select it and show all tracks that belong to it.

The last step for your event is to add marks, start/finish lines and a wind direction to every 
race. This can be done after selecting a race in the 'tools' menu to the top left of the map.

Edit race popup

Event editor, as it should look when you are ready



4. The event viewer

The event viewer is the page that I-Sail users will be able to use to see your event. It can be 
reached by clicking the 'view event' button in the event editor, or by searching for your event 
on the I-Sail homepage and then clicking details. In it's general setup, the event viewer looks 
quite similar to the event editor, except that functions to edit your event are missing or only 
visible to you (when logged in as event organizer).

5. Additional tools and features

In this section some of the most important analysis features of I-Sail will be highlighted that 
can be used for comparing performances of different sailors. These tools are of course 
available in the event viewer, for all users. 

Grid

Next to the options to add markers and start lines from the tools menu, one can also show a 
grid overlay over the race course. With the help of this grid detailed comparisons between 
compatitors are possible.

After the grid is visible, expend the 
'+' to set grid parameters

Edit the grid's orientation with respect 
to the wind, the line spacing and 
tacking angle

The event viewer, this is what other users will be able to see



The grid is oriented with respect to the given wind direction and will rotate when the wind 
direction arrow is changed. You can specify a number of grid parameters in the expandable 
grid menu as indicated in the screenshots. Choose a 0˚-90˚ orientation to see who is in front 
on the upwind beat, or a -45˚ +45˚ orientation in combination with the right tacking angle to 
compare laylines and tacking angles.

Ruler

The ruler is a simple but effective tool to make distances and headings between competitors, 
marks, or what ever else easily visible. It can also be found in the tools menu.

Statistics

A proper analysis of a race is of course impossible without detailed statistics of every 
competitor. In I-Sail, you can see speed averages, sailed distances and much more over any 
selectable timspan for all competitors. Just expand the competitor you are interested in in the 
tracks list and have a look.

Ruler

Track statistics
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